HAIR

EYES

Patrick dempsey, 48

Zac efron, 26

“grey’s anatomy” ’s Dr. McDreamy
“has an adolescent hairline
that men envy,” says Dr. robert
leonard, a leading expert on hair
and transplant solutions from
the new england area. “ He has
the full head of hair and hairline
of a teenager which is amazing. in
order to get close to that look on
someone else, we could perform
a hair transplant operation taking
follicles of hair from the back of
the head to fill in the front where
the hairline tends to recede. that
would cost between $5,500 to
$15,000, depending on how many
follicles we’d have to transplant.”

the former teen idol’s
bedroom eyes are stunning,
says Dr. William bruno,
a noted beverly Hillsbased cosmetic surgeon,
because he has a “sharply
defined upper eyelid that’s
desirable and youthful
looking.” a blepharoplasty
procedure, or upper and
lower eyelift, can re-create
this look to remove excess
skin for about $3,500
to $5,000. to get those
baby-blue peepers, bruno
suggests wearing tinted
contact lenses.

NOSE

Brad Pitt, 50
the handsome actor’s nose fits
his face perfectly, says Wiener.
“it’s what we call a rugged man’s
nose,” he says. “Most men want
noses that fit their face well
without a hint of femininity.
there should be a strong
bridge without a bump and a
90 degree angle between the
tip of the nose and the upper
lip.” rhinoplasty surgery costs
around $6,000 to $8,000.

CHEEKS

george Clooney, 53
the “Ocean’s eleven” hunk’s
classically handsome looks come, in
part, from his perfectly contoured
cheekbones. “His cheeks are round
and full but not too high,” says Dr.
William bruno, a noted beverly
Hills-based cosmetic surgeon. cheek
augmentation can be achieved with
silicone implants for $3,500 to
$5,000 or with fillers such as radiesse
or Juvederm for $800-$1,500.

JAW & CHIN

LIPS

the singing sensation has “ a strong
jaw line and just the right projection
to the skin,” says Dr. greg Wiener, a
board certified expert who adds that
timberlake has a near perfect facial
proportion for a man. Many of the newer
chin implants have lateral extensions to
contour the jawline as well. “Often we
add liposuction to the neck and even
to the jawline to remove excess skin, to
bring out the natural bone structure.”
the cost can be anywhere from $4,000
to $8,000 depending on what is done.

For a man, the “21 Jump street”
heartthrob has got the ideal
lip look, says bruno – a fuller
lower lip that makes him most
appealing. “Men typically don’t
want to have their upper lips
too full,” he says. injectable
fillers such as Juvederm or
restylane can be used to
achieve this look for $500$800. Fat grafting is another
option to augment the lips and
can cost $1,500 to $2,000.

Justin timberlake, 33
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Channing tatum, 34

